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since 2013, rhino users have used the rhino click/drag
editor to apply materials to objects. rhino for windows

now uses an advanced ray-based tophat-and-brush
editor to let you edit surfaces and meshes. with the

click/drag editor, you can move around and manipulate
objects, even when the object is hidden from view.

similarly, in rhino, you can drag 2d and 3d objects onto
mesh surfaces to create an assembly with the mesh

sandwiched between. to create a 2d part, you just drop
the parts onto the surface. the click/drag editor can be
accessed in a few ways. you can select the object from
the 3d panel, and use the secondary and tertiary panels

to make changes. in the rhino workspace, you can
change the editor tab to use the click/drag editor, or you

can set the rhino preferences to allow the click/drag
editor to work as the default. this upgrade contains a

new version of rhino that has a new 3d display engine, in
which the display pipeline is faster, more stable, and

uses features found on modern graphics hardware, like
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gpu-sensitive shaders and memory optimizations. in
addition, a sample scene has been included in which you
can see various significant improvements to the speed
and rendering quality. this new version of rhino has a
new 3d display engine, in which the display pipeline is

faster, more stable, and uses features found on modern
graphics hardware, like gpu-sensitive shaders and

memory optimizations. in addition, a sample scene has
been included in which you can see various significant

improvements to the speed and rendering quality. clayoo
has a full-featured modeling tool, in which key tools are
grouped in ways that make easy for you to use them. in
addition, it has powerful editing tools, so you can easily
create your own tools, and customize the application.

Clayoo 2.6 For Rhino 6 Win

new feature > mesh > edit edge and face selections.
choose to work with either selected faces or edges (2

select operations), and then choose the desired selection
tools. with both face and edge selections, you can work

with single faces or edges, or with groups of faces or
edges. with the new selections you can work at the point
level, in polygons, or in the planes of solids. flatsoft has
an extensive history in the trade of accessible design

analysis. as a result of the integrated grasshopper
program language and the integrated modeler, rhino,

flatsoft can now provide even more to businesses
seeking to create and generate their designs. flatsoft –

rhino for modeling, grasshopper for programming, and x-
rite for design capture through the rhinosdks, which
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provide full flexibility for entry to the design-intensive
areas of vector modeling, prototyping, and cad. every
single model is saved inside rhino and projects can be

saved as native rhino models. the integration of
grasshopper with rhino and the flexibility of the

rhinosdks enable flatsoft to deliver a whole new level of
design and analysis for businesses, whether these are

large corporations seeking enterprise level tools or small
and medium sized enterprises who need greater

functionality than they can buy. the rhino sdks make it
straightforward to switch from one design-intensive

method to an additional. easily transfer in between rhino
and grasshopper, access integrated synthetic assets, and

pull your design into test, all without the need for any
extra tools. design enhancement incorporates the added

choice of customizing the look and feel of synthetic
objects. see precisely where objects are positioned within

your model. add custom color and convexity to any
synthetic asset. 5ec8ef588b
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